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ABSTRACT:  Nearly 80% of the population in India affected with Diabetic retinopathy. Diabetic Retinopathy is an eye condition that affects 

people with diabetes who have high blood glucose, or sugar, over a prolonged period of time. The objective of this study is to detect 

diabetic retinopathy in early stage by applying systematic approach by inputing fundus image, converting image into gray -scale and 

enhancement of the image. Extraction of retinal features through edge detection techniques. Dilation and erosion method is applied for 

extracting exudates. Detects abnormal retinal features using match features template. This technique helps to accurate analysis of the 

severity of proliferated disease. This helps the opthalmologist to diagnose the stages of disease severity. 

Keywords: detection of hard exudates, edge detection, morphological methods and identifying different stages of diabetic retinopathy.  
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——————————      —————————— 

1. INTRODUCTION                                                                     

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is caused by changes in the blood ves-

sels of the retina. When these blood vessels are damaged, they may 

leak blood and grow fragile new vessels. When the nerve cells are 

damaged, vision is impaired.  Diabetic retinopathy is the most com-

mon diabetic eye disease and a leading cause of blindness. The exact 

mechanism by which diabetes leads to DR is not fully understood. 

Micro vascular occlusion causes retinal ischemia leading to arterio-

venous shunts and neo vascularization. Leakage results in intraretinal 

hemorrhages and localized or diffuse oedema. These processes result 

in the characteristic features seen at various stages of DR: Microan-

eurysms - physical weakening of the capillary walls which predis-

poses them to leakages. Hard exudate precipitates of lipoproteins or 

other proteins leaking from retinal blood vessels. Hemorrhages - 

rupture of weakened capillaries, appearing as small dots/larger blots 

or 'flame' hemorrhages that track along nerve-fiber bundles in super-

ficial retinal layers (the haemorrhage arises from larger and more 

superficial arterioles).Cotton wool spots - build-up of axonal debris 

due to poor axonal metabolism at the margins of ischemic infarcts. 

Neovascularisation is an attempt (by residual healthy retina) to re-

vascularise hypoxic retinal tissue. The classification of DR is based 

on which part of the retina is affected and the degree of pathology 

seen on slit-lamp examination of the eye. It is not necessarily corre-

lated to the degree of vision, which may be almost normal until the 

very late stages of the disease when little can be done to save it. The 

aim is to identify signs of diabetic retinopathy with eye images. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
                There are several approaches for Diabetic Retinopathy 

detection and classification. Researchers have been working in the 

area of image processing for early detection of Diabetic Retinopathy 

many techniques like mathematical morphology, edge detection, 

pattern recognition, Cohen’s kappa method, texture identication, 

image enhancement, image segmentation, sobel filter, thresholding 

are helpful for identifying blood vessels, hard exudates, microan-

eursysms, hemorrhages from the fundus image.[1] Extraction of 

blood vessels using  edge detection.[2] Detection of microaneurysms 

using Cohen's Kappa method and algorithms. [3] Ophthalmologists 

recognize diabetic retinopathy based on features, such as blood ves-

sel area, exudes, hemorrhages, microaneurysms and texture. In their 

paper they review region growing algorithms used for the extraction 

of these features from digital fundus images. [4] Screening conduct-

ed over a larger population can become efficient if the system can 

separate normal and abnormal cases, instead of the manual examina-

tion of all images. Their paper reviews various methods like Pre-

processing for contrast enhancement and removal of noise detection, 

Localization of the Optic Disc and its segmentation, Retinal vascular 

tree segmentation, Localization of fovea region, Abnormal Feature 

Extraction. [5] Extraction of blood vessels by entropy thresholding 

method and optic disc using sobel filter method. Then the threshold-

ing method is employed to segment the exudates in diabetic retinopa-

thy images. [7] Their work, morphological image processing and 

support vector machine (SVM) techniques were used for the auto-

matic diagnosis of eye health. They have used 331 fundus images for 

analysis. [9] Comparison of computer vision with human detection 

of retinal lesions was made. The computer system has been devel-

oped using image processing and pattern recognition techniques to 

detect early lesions of diabetic retinopathy. The performance of the 

computer vision system in diagnosing early retinal lesions was com-

parable with that of human experts. [10] Image preprocessing, mor-

phological processing techniques and texture analysis methods are 

applied on the fundus images to detect the features such as area of 
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hard exudates, area of the blood vessels and the contrast. [12] Recur-

sive region growing segmentation algorithms combined with the use 

of a new technique, termed a 'Moat Operator', were used to automat-

ically detect features of Non proliferated diabetic retinopathy. [13] A 

new method for fovea localization based on alternating sequential 

filtering and morphological methods have been discussed and im-

plemented. Region growing algorithms for exudates and hemorrhage 

detection have been presented. [14] Determination of Optic Disk and 

its centre. They find the brightest part of the fundus and apply Hough 

transform. The detection of fovea is done by using its spatial rela-

tionship with optic disk. Exudates  are  found  using  their  high  grey  

level  variation  and  their contours are determined by means of mor-

phological reconstruction techniques. The blood vessels are high-

lighted using bottom hat transform and morphological dilation after 

edge   detection. All the enhanced features are then combined in the 

fundus image for the detection of Diabetic retinopathy. [20] Detec-

tion of fovea using Filtering and statistical adaptive thresholding. 

[21] Detection of Diabetic retinopathy using shape matching algo-

rithm and match filter method. [22] Their work examines on digital 

image processing in the field of early detection of Diabetic retinopa-

thy using fundus photographs. Algorithms were categorized into 5 

group image preprocessing, localization and segmentation of the 

optic disk, segmentation of the retinal vasculature, localization of the 

macula and fovea using match filter, localization and segmentation 

of diabetic retinopathy pathologies. [24] Quantitative techniques, 

image segmentation, morphological methods and image enhance-

ments have been used to detect the retinal lesions. 

 

3.  METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of the survey is given below. Here the fundus im-

age of the eye is given as input. Then the filtering of the input image 

is filtered. Gray scale image is taken as input for image dilation and 

erosion method to identify the exudates. Edge of the image is detect-

ed using canny detector. Then the image is segmented.Then the im-

age features is matched using match feature technique  

  

Step1: Input Fundus Images 

Read the input image from Fundus camera. The Fundus camera is 

more reliable, non-invasive and easy to use compared to traditional 

ophthalmoscopy. The Fundus, or inner lining, of the eye is photo-

graphed with specially designed cameras through the dilated pupil of 

the patient. The painless procedure produces a sharp view of the 

retina, the retinal vasculature, and the optic nerve head (optic disc) 

from which the retinal vessels enter the eye.  Color Fundus Photog-

raphy is used to record the condition of these structures in order to 

document the presence of disorders and monitor their change over 

time.  The eye fundus photography results in a better sensitivity rate 

i.e, a better detection rate of abnormal eye fundus. 

 

Step2: Image Pre-processing 

Image Pre processing includes various techniques such as contrast 

enhancement, gray component, image de-noising etc. Initially we 

convert the RGB image into gray scale image to further process the 

image.  Image pre-processing can significantly increase the reliabil-

ity of an optical inspection. Several filter operations which intensify 

or reduce certain image details enable an easier or faster evaluation. 

Users are able to optimize a camera image with just a few clicks. 

                                  

 
Figure 1: Proposed System 

Step3: Extraction of retinal features 

  In the RGB images the green channel  exhibits  the  best  contrast  

between  the  vessels  and  background while the red and blue ones 

tends to be more  noisy.  Since the retinal blood vessels appear dark-

er in gray image, the green channel is used to convert the intensity of 

the image. Filtering is used to remove the noise which gets added 

into the fundus image. 

 

Step4: Extraction of Exudates 

Hard exudates are yellow spots seen in the retina, usually in the pos-

terior pole near the macula. They are lipid break-down products that 

are left behind after localized edema resolves. They indicate in-

creased vessel permeability, a connected risk of retinal edema and 

fluid accumulation in the retina. Dilation and erosion method is used 

to find the exudates in the retina. 

             

 
Input Fundus Image 

 

Extraction of exudates using Dilation 

and  

Erosion method 

 

 
Image Pre-processing 

 

Extraction of retinal  

feature using edge detection 

 

Abnormal feature  

extraction using Match features 

 

Disease Severity Analysis 
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Step5: Abnormal features extraction using Shape matching algo-

rithm 

The yellow spots of exudates in the retina are spotted in the image 

using shape matching algorithm which is combined with the dilation 

and erosion method to reduce the intensity of the image to give a 

clear image to view the exudates. Match features are used to com-

pare the normal eye image with proliferated eye image to detect Dia-

betic retinopathy. Only the affected regions of the retina are high-

lighted. 

 

Step6: Disease Severity Analysis 

Based on the images obtained has output. The images are categorized 

into four types: Normal, Mild, Non-proliferated, Proliferated and 

Severe. 

 

The proposed system helps to convert the image to dilated and erod-

ed image and the first property output helps to find the exudates. 
Future work is to enhance the code and render the exudates image. 

Further evaluation will be undertaken in order to be able to integrate 

the presented algorithm in a tool for diabetic retinopathy diagnosis. 

 

                         
4 CODING 
 

% READ IMAGES  
a = imread('severe4.jpg'); 

  
%display coloured version(original) 

figure,imshow(a); 

   
% convert to grayscale 

grayeye1 =rgb2gray(a); 
  

% display grayscale 
          

title('input image'); 
figure,imshow(grayeye1); 

dgrayeye1 = imadjust(grayeye1,[0.1 0.9],[]); 
title('grayscale image made darker'); 

figure,imshow(dgrayeye1); 
se = strel('disk',1); 

 
%canny eye obtaining    

cannyeye = edge(dgrayeye1,'canny',0.15); 
title('cannyeye image'); 

figure,imshow(cannyeye); 
 

%dilate the cannyeye image    
dilate = imdilate(cannyeye,se); 

title('dilated image'); 
figure, imshow(dilate); 

 
%dialation and erosion 

clear all 
clc 

a=imread('severe4.jpg'); 
p=size(a); 

  

%%% using in built MATLAB function %%% 

 
s=strel('square',3); 

d1=imdilate(a,s); 
d2=imerode(a,s); 

  
 

%%% Writing program 
w=[1 1 1;1 1 1;1 1 1]; 

for x=2:1:p(1)-1 
    for y=2:1:p(2)-1 

         a1=[w(1)*a(x-1,y-1) w(2)*a(x-1,y) w(3)*a(x-1,y+1) 
w(4)*a(x,y-1) w(5)*a(x,y) w(6)*a(x,y+1) w(7)*a(x+1,y-1) 

w(8)*a(x+1,y) w(9)*a(x+1,y+1)]; 
         A1(x,y)=max(a1); %Dilation% 

         A2(x,y)=min(a1); % Erosion% 
    end 

end 
  

b=imread('normale1.jpg'); 
I1 = rgb2gray(b); 

I2 = rgb2gray(a); 
 

 %Find the corners. 
   points1 = detectHarrisFeatures(I1); 

   points2 = detectHarrisFeatures(I2); 
 

 %Extract the neighborhood features. 
   [features1, valid_points1] = extractFeatures(I1, points1); 

   [features2, valid_points2] = extractFeatures(I2, points2); 

  
%Match the features. 

   indexPairs = matchFeatures(features1, features2); 
 

%Retrieve the locations of the corresponding points for each image. 
   matchedPoints1 = valid_points1(indexPairs(:, 1), :); 

   matchedPoints2 = valid_points2(indexPairs(:, 2), :); 
 

%Visualize the corresponding points. You can see the effect of trans-
lation between the two images despite several erroneous matches. 

  
   figure; showMatchedFeatures(I1, I2, matchedPoints1, 

matchedPoints2); 
   title('exudates are pointed image'); 

   figure ,imshow(a); 
   title('Mild Affected Eye Image'); 

   figure,imshow(b); 
   figure,imshow(d1) 

   title('Dilation with inbuilt function'); 
   figure,imshow(d2) 

   title('Erosion with inbuilt function'); 
   figure,imshow(A1) 

   title('Dilation '); 
   figure,imshow(A2) 
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The output is listed below as a tabular column for clear  

understanding. 

 

Meth-

ods/Types 

 

Color Image 

 

Gray-Scale 

 

Binary Im-

age 

 

Normal Eye 

   

 

Mild Eye 

   

Severe  

   

 

 

 

 
 

Methods 

/Types 

 

Dilated Image 

 

Eroded Image 

 

Image Features 

Matched 

 

Normal 

Eye 

 
 

 

 

Mild Eye 

 
 

 

Severe  

 
 

 

 

The results obtained and the severities of the disease are tabulated at the end of 

this paper. Depending on the severity, there are three categories such as mild, 

moderate and severe stage. A treatment can also be based on the severity. Certain 

known treatments are Vitrectomy, Scatter laser treatment, Focal laser treatment 

and Laser photocoagulation 

 

 6. CONCLUSION 

 

               in this paper , the different stages of diabetic retinopathy 

is detected using image processing techniques such as image en-

hancement, segmentation, histogram, edge detection and morpholog-

ical images which are applied on the fundus image to detect the exu-

dates. The abnormalities that cannot be seen via the indiscernible can 

be detected accurately. The proliferated and severity of the fundus 

image helps the opthamologist to determine patient stage of Diabetic 

Retinopathy.  
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